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Abstract—Demand Side Management (DSM) using the profile
steering algorithm has succeeded to improve power quality and
reduce energy losses. This paper presents an extension to pro-
file steering called ”IntervalMerge”. IntervalMerge distinguishes
itself from the original profile steering algorithm by using non-
regular time interval lengths instead of static time interval
lengths. This paper shows that by adjusting the profile steering
algorithm, the execution time is reduced without significantly
affecting the objective value. IntervalMerge is evaluated for
different parameters and the achieved results show that by using
different time interval lengths, the total execution time can be
lowered up to 20%.

Index Terms—Profile steering, smart grids, non-regular time
intervals, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Existing electricity networks were designed when only few
demanding loads and decentralized micro generators were
present. The requirements for electricity networks changed
in the last couple of years because of electrification and
decentralized production. As a consequence, in electricity
networks, peaks appear on different levels such as household,
transformer and street level. To reduce these peaks, Demand
Side Management (DSM) is used [1]. DSM is a broad research
field for which different algorithms or incentives can be used
based on the given application. Such an algorithm or incentive
could, for example, be based on pricing signals [2].

Profile steering [3] is an iterative DSM algorithm that, given
a desired profile (specified as power values), schedules usage
of devices such that the aggregated power profile approaches
the desired profile as closely as possible. These profiles consist
of discrete time intervals that each represent the average power
production/consumption over a given fixed amount of time.
The distance between the desired profile and planned profile
is expressed using the Euclidean distance, which is related
to the losses in the electricity grid. To execute the profile
steering algorithm, different parameters are of importance,
e.g. the length of the time intervals used within the profile
steering algorithm. Furthermore, to improve the quality of
profile steering, a new planning should be made after a number
of intervals have passed, i.e. a rolling horizon approach should
be used.

To implement DSM, each participating household has to
be equipped with a Home Energy Manager (HEM) which
executes the DSM algorithm and controls the appliances. It is

important that the HEM is a low power device to keep energy
consumption low. Note, that this efficiency is important in the
domain of DSM as potentially millions of devices need to be
controlled. By reducing the computational time/complexity of
the DSM algorithms, more applications of DSM using low-
powered embedded systems become possible. In this context
in [4] the effect of different window sizes for a rolling horizon
planning algorithm are evaluated by breaking the planning into
smaller pieces and increasing the frequency of re-planning.
This resulted in a reduced computation time (between 10
to 100 times) without severely sacrificing the quality of the
results.

The goal of this paper is to reduce the execution time
of the profile steering algorithm by reducing the number of
intervals. This is done by merging consecutive intervals into a
single interval. The resulting reduction in computation time is
measured using the execution time of the given simulation tool
compared to the base case. The extension of the profile steering
algorithm presented in this work is called IntervalMerge.

For executing the algorithms, in this research we use
DEMKit, a platform for simulation and demonstrating control
of smart grids [5]. The smart grid models consist of devices
that model the behavior of physical devices. Devices can be
controlled using an optional controller component, which con-
tains algorithms for device-specific predictions and scheduling.
Profile steering is one of the optimization algorithms already
implemented as controller component.

To evaluate the results of IntervalMerge, a Pareto front is
used to provide a trade-off between lowering the Euclidean
distance versus reducing the execution time of the algorithm.

In the original profile steering algorithm, each planning
step concerns a period of time divided into multiple intervals
of constant time, e.g. a period of two days consisting of
192 intervals that each represent 15 minutes. In each profile
steering iteration, each device creates a new schedule and a
resulting power profile based on the given desired profile. We
show that by reducing the number of intervals it is possible to
significantly reduce the time required to execute one planning
iteration, similar to [4].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The IntervalMerge algorithm using non-regular time inter-
vals.
• Analysis of IntervalMerge for different parameters.



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the IntervalMerge algorithm. Followed
by a description of device level optimization in Section III.
The results achieved with the IntervalMerge algorithm are
described in Section IV and in Section V conclusions are
drawn, finally in Section VI future work is presented.

II. ALGORITHM

This section gives a brief introduction on the profile steering
algorithm [3] and the changes made to the algorithm. Profile
steering is an algorithm used in DSM to find a planning for
all available controllable appliances such that the resulting
load of all devices matches a desired profile ~p (in our case
a flat profile). Profile steering uses time intervals of the same
length. The difference between the original algorithm and the
IntervalMerge algorithm presented in this work is mainly that
IntervalMerge reduces the size of the desired profile and the
consumption profile by using non-regular time intervals.

In profile steering each time interval represents a constant
time tbase (for this research tbase = 900s). In contrast to
this, each time interval represents tbase or a multiple of tbase
in IntervalMerge. For this, a new parameter vector ~α, is
introduced to describe the merging method. Every element
αn in ~α represents the number of consecutive intervals to be
merged into one interval.

This vector ~α is used to reduce the size of the desired
profile ~pm resulting in reduced desired profile ~qm. The reduced
desired profile is then used as input for the appliances that
now also return as a result the reduced profile ~̂wm. Afterward,
IntervalMerge reconstructs based on ~̂wm a vector of the
original size ~̂xm using the interval vector ~α.

In order to build the original size result, the operation is
inverted, using the same ~α and ~̂xm. I.e. the power values are
taken from the intervals of the reduced profiles to which the
given intervals of the original vector belongs. A description of
the IntervalMerge algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The
grey part shows the changes with respect the original profile
steering algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Example of using non-regular time-intervals versus regular time-
intervals.

The values qm,c of qm and values wm,c of wm are cal-
culated using (1) and (2) respectively. As example, given
the desired profile ~pm =

[
321 230 258 240 566

]
con-

sisting of five intervals and ~α =
[
1 2 2

]
, the desired

profile can be reduced to ~qm =
[
321 230+258

2
240+566

2

]
=[

321 244 403
]

consisting of three intervals (see Fig. 1).

I(c) = 1 +

c−1∑
n=1

αn (1)

Algorithm 1: IntervalMerge algorithm.

Determine interval vector ~α.
Request each appliance m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} to minimize
||~xm||2.
~x :=

∑M
m=1 ~xm {Total household consumption}

repeat
~d := ~x− ~p {Difference vector}
for m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
~pm := ~xm − ~d
Reduce desired profile ~pm to ~qmand consumption
profile ~xm to ~wm using ~α (see (1), (2) and (3)).
For appliance m, find a planning ~̂wm that
minimizes || ~̂wm − ~qm||2.
Build ~̂xm from ~̂wm using ~α (inverse of (3)).
em = ||~xm − ~pm||2 − ||~̂xm − ~pm||2 {Relevant
flexibility of appliance m}

end for
Find appliance m with the highest contribution em
~x := ~x− ~xm + ~̂xm {Update the total consumption}
~xm = ~̂xm {Update the profile of the appliance m}

until em < ε {Repeat as long as there is sufficient
progress}

~qm,c =
1

αc

I(c)+αc−1∑
n=I(c)

pm,n (2)

~wm,c =
1

αc

I(c)+αc−1∑
n=I(c)

xm,n (3)

III. DEVICE LEVEL OPTIMIZATION

Each device optimizes its own energy profile based on the
received desired profile from the profile steering algorithm.
The objective here is to minimize the Euclidean distance
between the communicated desired profile and its own power
profile.

With the IntervalMerge variant of profile steering, also the
device level optimization algorithms need to be revised to
create an optimal schedule under the modified desired profiles.
For the class of static devices, merging the profile (either a
prediction or the actual input data) is sufficient. To this end, we
take the average power consumption over the merged intervals,
similar to how we merge intervals in the IntervalMerge variant
of profile steering. However, the other device classes require
more modifications. In this work we restrict the modifications
to the optimization of batteries, or more generically speaking:
buffers.

A. Buffer optimization

As a basis, the discrete buffer optimization algorithm by
van der Klauw [6, Algorithm 5.2] is used. For each given time
interval, this algorithm splits the possible charging/discharging
steps for the buffer up in linear pieces for each discrete power
option z that the buffer supports,



e.g. z = [−2000 −1000 0 1000 2000]. The cost of selecting
power option zj+1 over zj in interval t is given by piece sjt
(4). In our case, the cost of selecting the next possible power
option is related to the change in the objective value and is
calculated for the original profile steering algorithm.

sjt :=
||pm,t − zj+1

t ||2 − ||pm,t − zjt ||2
zj+1
t − zjt

(4)

Initially, all pieces s1t are added to a set S and sorted non-
decreasingly and the planned power wm,t for a device m is set
to z1. The charging/discharging is determined in an iterative
process by greedily selecting the piece with the lowest cost, i.e.
the first element in S. The corresponding sjt is removed from
S. The planned power for t is updated by setting wm,t = zj+1

t .
In each stage, for each interval, the next possible (feasible)
piece sj+1

t (increase in power consumption) is inserted into S
and sorted non-decreasingly again.

Additional bookkeeping of the state of charge Vt for each
interval is needed (see [6]) to ensure that choosing sjt does
not result in an infeasible solution. This mean that in case
of a buffer, the resulting state of charge may not become
negative or surpass the capacity C of the buffer. Furthermore,
Vt depends on initial state of charge C0. For a given interval
t, the state of charge is given as Vt = C0 +

∑t
t′=1 wm,t′ .

With the IntervalMerge algorithm, the original algorithm
[6, Algorithm 5.2] needs to be modified to accommodate the
number intervals which get merged for the new interval t,
denoted by αt. The state of charge at interval t therefore be-
comes Vt = C0+

∑t
t′=1 wm,t′αt′ . Furthermore, the maximum

feasible power option σ, which ensures that a chosen option is
feasible, needs to be adapted by dividing it through αt. Lastly,
the calculation of the cost of selecting the next power value
must be rescaled (5).

sjt := αt
||pm,t − zj+1

t ||2 − ||pm,t − zjt ||2
zj+1
t − zjt

(5)

The complexity of the algorithm, O(TM), remains the
same, in which T now denotes the number of time intervals
and M the number of pieces. However, note that IntervalMerge
reduces the number of time intervals T and therefore it can
be expected that the computation time reduces linearly with
the number of intervals merged. For more details about the
algorithm we refer the reader to [6, Algorithm 5.2].

IV. EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of the IntervalMerge
algorithm presented in Section II. For this IntervalMerge has
been implemented in DEMKit [5] and two tests have been
performed. The first test evaluates speedup, while ignoring
possible loss in quality of the results and the performance loss
during upscaling. The second test studies the performance loss
versus processing time gain for a static scenario with different
interval merge parameters.

All test cases are performed on a household level and
include the following devices: batteries, baseload and pho-
tovoltaic (PV) panel(s). The values for the baseload and

PV are increased respectively with an increasing number of
batteries. To remove external influences on the computational
times as much as possible it is vital to create a constant and
representable execution time. Therefore DEMKit is modified
by:

• Removing unnecessary printing to the terminal.
• Removing logging to external programs such as In-

fluxDB.
All considered execution times in the evaluation are average

execution of 50 times where all outliers are removed before-
hand. Note that a rolling horizon is used which schedules 48
hours ahead and a new schedule is made each 24 house.

A. Scalability of IntervalMerge

The scalability of IntervalMerge is evaluated by applying
four different parameter settings to one test case. These
settings are:

• Original algorithm: the original algorithm presented in
[3] consisting of 192 time-intervals.

• IntervalMerge, 161/192: the intervalMerge algorithm re-
duced to 161 time-intervals

• IntervalMerge, 129/192: the intervalMerge algorithm re-
duced to 129 time-intervals

• IntervalMerge, 97/192: the intervalMerge algorithm re-
duced to 97 time-intervals

Fig. 2 shows a performance comparison for the original profile
steering algorithm and IntervalMerge with three different
settings and with increasing number of batteries. Notice that
the execution time increases approximately linearly with the
number of batteries.
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Fig. 2. DEMKit execution time original algorithm vs IntervalMerge

From this figure we can conclude that when the simulation
is up-scaled (more houses or a higher level hierarchy), the time
saved by using IntervalMerge can be estimated to be linearly
in the number of used intervals. This is also in agreement with
Section III.
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Fig. 3. DEMKit grid load original algorithm vs IntervalMerge case 2
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B. Performance loss versus time gain

To evaluate the performance of the IntervalMerge algorithm,
different numbers of time-intervals have been used and tested
in the simulation software DEMKit. The data retrieved from
these tests contains the execution time in seconds, the state
of charge of the batteries over time and the resulting load
of the house on the grid. We use this load to calculate the
Euclidean distance between this load profile and the desired
profile. These results give insight into the performance of using
non-regular time intervals in the profile steering algorithm.

To collect the results, we implemented a logging algorithm.
The performance of the algorithm is calculated by accumu-
lating the square of the Euclidean distance of the simulated
load on the network. The results of the nine test cases are
presented in Table I. In order to visualize the gain and loss, Fig.
6 shows the Pareto front where each case number references
the case given in Table I. Hereby, test case 1 is the original
profile steering algorithm [3]. The eu-n in Table I stands for the
Euclidean distance which is given as a dimensionless number
and the percentage it deviates from the original profile steering
algorithm. Hereby the Euclidean norm is the distance between
the desired profile (zero profile) and the generated power
profile. The performance loss (deviation from the Euclidean
norm) between the original algorithm and IntervalMerge is
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Although on a first view, it seems that there is a large de-
viation between the original algorithm and the IntervalMerge
in the distance shown in Fig. 3, e.g. at time interval 400. A
closer look shows that the extra load on the grid is a result
of the battery discharging on the grid. E.g. at the beginning
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Fig. 5. DEMKit SOC original algorithm vs IntervalMerge case 2

of a sunny day, it would be optimal to have a low SoC so
that the battery can charge itself with excess energy from
the solar panels. If the SoC is relatively high, the profile
steering algorithm lowers it by discharging the battery on the
grid as can be observed in Fig. 5. The execution time of
the different cases is given in Table I in seconds(ex t(s)) and
as a percentage it deviates from the original profile steering
algorithm(ex t(%)). Important to note is that the execution
time includes the time for initializing the simulation.



TABLE I
RESULTS

case α eu-d(-) Ex-t(s) eu-n(%) Ex-t(%)
1 < α1, ..α192 = 1 > 2047.9 6.0 0% 0%
2 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97, ..α144 = 2 > 2216.2 4.8 8.2% -20.2%
3 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97, ..α120 = 4 > 2874.5 4.7 40.4% -22.2%
4 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97, ..α108 = 8 > 3326.6 4.5 62.4% -25.1%
5 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97, ..α104 = 12 > 3653.9 4.1 78.4% -31.5%
6 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97, ..α100 = 24 > 3886.8 4.6 89.8% -24.1%
7 < α1, ..α96 = 1, α97 = 96 > 4077.8 4.0 99.1% -32.9%
8 < α1, ..α2 = 12, α3, ..α74 = 1, α75, ..α82 = 12 > 4284.4 4.0 109.2% -32.6%
9 < α1 = 24, α2, ..α73 = 1, α74, ..α77 = 24 > 5210.1 4.3 154.4% -28.7%

V. CONCLUSION

The presented results show that it is possible to significantly
lower the total execution time of the profile steering algorithm
by reducing the number of input intervals. Our aim was to
investigate if it is possible to reduce the execution time of
the profile steering algorithm without affecting performance
using non-regular time intervals. The result of case 2 in Table
I, shows that a 20% processing time gain is achieved but at
the cost of an 8% performance loss. This means that any
improvement in execution time seems to result in a loss of
performance.

However as explained in Section IV, merging intervals
that contain peaks will average them out, resulting in an
underestimation of the load for both the baseload and PV
panels. The underestimation leads to a difference in the state
of charge of the batteries. This difference affects the rolling
horizon output by drawing or feeding energy from and to
the network to compensate, increasing the overall load on the
network.
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Fig. 6. Pareto front (square = non pareto optimal, circle = perato optimal,
diamond = base case)

VI. FUTURE WORK

The evaluation in Section IV is based on the results of the
IntervalMerge algorithm on the household level in the control
hierarchy. Future work should consider the applicability of
merging intervals at higher points in the control hierarchy,
e.g. at the neighborhood level.

In the current implementation the time intervals are chosen
statically. This may cause problems because a chosen set of
non-regular time interval may be sufficient in certain scenarios
but be insufficient in others. Therefore, dynamically setting
the non-regular time intervals could be added to improve the
overall performance of the algorithm.

Table I shows that in test numbers six and nine the euclidean
distance increases and so does the execution time. The increase
in execution time is unexpected but may be caused by an
increase in the number of planning iterations. This relation
should be investigated in future work.

Extended testing of the IntervalMerge algorithm is benefi-
cial for strengthening the practical application and therefore
should be performed in future work. This should be done in
combination with more theoretical research into the algorithm
in combination with more references.

Currently IntervalMerge is only implemented for batteries,
in future work the IntervalMerge algorithm should be im-
plemented for other devices. As many devices, e.g. electric
vehicles (EV) make use of the same underlying approach, this
is expected to be relatively simple.
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